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Murray Percival Company Highlights Advanced Depanelizers to Enhance PCB Manufacturing 
Process 

 
 AUBURN HILLS, MI – April 2024 – The Murray Percival Company, a leader in providing innovative 
solutions to the electronics manufacturing industry, is currently highlighting Murray Percival Depanelizers 
from its comprehensive product lineup. These cutting-edge depanelizers, complemented by a selection 
of spare blades and professional blade sharpening services, set new standards in precision and 
efficiency for PCB separation tasks. 
 
As a foremost representative for manufacturers in the electronics 
sector and more, Murray Percival Company has a history of 
delivering solutions that enable customers to streamline their 
operations and boost their production capabilities. The 
introduction of Murray Percival Depanelizers underscores the 
company’s ongoing commitment to bringing forward the latest 
products that respond to the changing needs of its diverse 
clientele. 
 
The process of depanelization, crucial for separating individual 
PCBs from a larger panel, has become significantly more efficient 
with this new offering. These depanelizers provide a reliable and 
precise method for PCB separation, essential for maintaining 
high-quality manufacturing outcomes. 
 
“We’re excited to offer Murray Percival Depanelizers to our customers. This is yet another resource for 
enhancing our customers’ manufacturing processes,” said Mark Percival Jr., MARCOM Manager at The 
Murray Percival Co. “Designed with the latest technology and engineering precision, these depanelizers 
ensure our clients can count on smooth and dependable depanelization results. With options for both 
manual and automated operations, our depanelizers are tailored to support process improvements 
across a variety of manufacturing environments.” 
 
Murray Percival Depanelizers are accessible for order through the Murray Percival Company website. To 
learn more about these advanced depanelizers or to request a quote, visit the webstore today. 
 
 
About Murray Percival 
The Murray Percival Company is a third-generation family-owned business that have been in business 
for over 60 years. With their vast knowledge of the PCB industry and wide offering of assembly 
equipment and production supplies, the Murray Percival Co. remains on the leading edge of the industry. 
It is their goal to provide legendary service, improve processes, maximize ROIs, and go the extra mile to 
make sure they are exceeding customer expectations. www.murraypercival.com 
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